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Space Available in Fall Semester Philosophy Class at COS
COS / Weed – Have you ever wondered why people believe the things that they do? Or how
things can be so seemingly wrong and nobody questions them? Or, have you watched people make
decisions that leave you scratching your head about how they think it can possibly result in anything but
a disaster? If you've answered yes to any of these questions, you are a candidate for Critical Reasoning
(PHIL 1004 / #7380) class to be offered this fall at College of the Siskiyous.
Taught by Dr. Sherry L. Ackerman, this course is an eye‐opener. Dr. Ackerman takes a no holds
barred approach to deconstructing contemporary cultural concepts that are so deeply embedded in the
collective unconscious that they barely ever get questioned… but, they will get questioned in this class!
And, they will get examined for logical coherency....or lack thereof. You will come away looking at
present day conditions and circumstances much more clearly and, in the process, find yourself
developing a whole new perspective on this thing that we call "modern civilization". Core beliefs that
hold "modern civilization" together will be called into question and rigorously challenged. This class is
based on the premise that just because we have been taught to believe something does not necessarily
make it true and/or valid!
Critical Reasoning will begin August 30 and will continue to meet until December 13, 2017. Class
will be held Monday and Wednesday mornings at the Weed Campus in the Science Building, room 7‐110
from 10:35 a.m. to 12 p.m. Students who complete this class successfully will receive three units of
transferrable credit.
For more information about College of the Siskiyous visit our website at www.siskiyous.edu or
call (530) 938‐5555 or toll‐free (888) 397‐4339. Are you new to COS? Call (530) 938‐5847 to schedule a
tour of the Weed Campus. Payment of class fees is suggested when registering. Don’t wait…Register
Today!!

